T homas M erton, the scientist
In a family devoted to commercial interests and the Victorian style of gracious living it was by no means usual for the son to turn towards science. According to a family legend, it was a German governess, a Fraulein Richter, who first awakened in the young Thomas an interest in intellectual achievements. In the matter of 'nature or nurture' Thomas Merton always came down strongly on the side of nature, on the importance of inborn qualities, but he was also well favoured on the side of nurture. After four years at Farnborough School, Hants, 1897-1900, he went to Eton where he had the good luck in finding in Dr T. G. Porter, the science master, an outstanding teacher, who encouraged him to start some research which was to pay a dividend many years later in the development of airborne radar.
In 1905 Merton left Eton and spent a year at King's College, London, where he made a life-long friend of Professor Herbert Jackson, in whom he found a kindred spirit with his wide knowledge of the properties of unusual materials and their application in research techniques. In 1906 he was one of a group of gifted young men who entered Balliol College, Oxford. Among them were Julian Grenfell, Ronald Knox, Charles Lister and Patrick Shaw Stewart. Merton outlived them all, though in the notes which he left with the Royal Society his only comment on his childhood was 'persistent ill health'. So it was not surprising that at Oxford, with his delicate constitution and his highly strung nature he was ill-fitted for the hard slog of an Honours Course in chemistry or physics. His tutor at Balliol, Harold Hartley, realizing this and also his inventive talent, persuaded the Natural Science Board to allow him to proceed straight to a research degree, without taking Final Schools; a unique privilege well justified by subsequent events. Merton's research thesis, 1910, described the measurement, carried out with high accuracy, of the physical properties of aqueous solutions of caesium nitrate. This was part of the laboratory programme of investigation into the properties of solutions of the alkaline nitrates. It showed the remarkable influence of the caesium ion in lowering the viscosity of water, for which no adequate explanation has yet been found. Meanwhile Merton was reading widely, and his active brain was occupied with ideas for improving the techniques of spectroscopy, which was to be his main field of research.
It was at this time that he met the Earl of Berkeley, a Fellow of the Royal Society, then living near Oxford where he had a private laboratory. In spite of the difference in their ages they formed a great friendship which lasted until Lord Berkeley's death during the Second World War.
On leaving Oxford, in 1910, Merton began at once to equip a spectro scopic laboratory in his house in London, in Gilbert Street, where he began his research. He was already in touch with Professors J. M. Thomson and Herbert Jackson at King's College, London, and it was there that he met Professor J. W. Nicholson, the brilliant but erratic and unfortunate genius, with whom he was to have an intimate research partnership. However, it was Merton's view that Professor Alfred Fowler of Imperial College, a life long friend, was the major influence on his work in physical optics and in spectroscopy.
In 1912 Merton married Marjory, the charming and accomplished daughter of Lt.-Colonel W. H. Sawyer. Theirs was an exceptionally happy partnership, which lasted for 57 years, during which they were never separated for more than a few days. We will return later to his family life, but his marriage was an event of such importance that it could not remain unmentioned in the tale of his scientific career.
Two years later the war broke out. Because of his still delicate health, Merton was rejected for active service, and it took some time before a job suited to his abilities could be found for him in the Secret Service. Here he made his first invention of which we have a record, to which we will return later. He was commissioned as Lieut. R.N.V.R. and his distinguished war service was mentioned in Despatches in 1917. His activity in MI5 left him time to complete his Thesis. He was awarded the M.A. and the D.Sc. (Oxon.) in 1916.
From 1913 onwards there was a steady stream of papers from his London private laboratory which had the most up-to-date spectroscopic equipment, which he steadily perfected. His early work (1913) was on the absorption spectra of solutions, notable for the accurate measurement of extinction curves, but Merton's interest soon turned to gas spectra and to astrophysics, in which his main contributions were to be made. All his papers dealt with some signifi cant problem, and they were distinguished both by the accuracy of the measurements, and by the elegance of the experimental techniques. In 1913 Liveing and Dewar sponsored his first Proceedings paper on 'The second spec trum of neon'. A year later he showed convincingly, by a most ingenious method, that Collie and Patterson's supposed production of rare gases by electric discharges was due to a small leakage through the taps of their apparatus. In 1915 came papers on the spectra of ordinary and radioactive lead and on the origin of certain spectral lines of astrophysical interest.
In 1916 Merton was appointed Lecturer in Spectroscopy at King's College, London, and his first joint paper with J. W. Nicholson on the structure of broadened spectral lines appeared in the Philosophical , communicated by Alfred Fowler, as Nicholson was not elected a Fellow of the Royal Society until 1917. It was a happy chance which brought together Nicholson's genius for mathematical analysis and M erton's experimental ingenuity and flair for accurate measurements. The subject of this first paper was the intensity distribution in the broadened spectral lines produced in a condenser discharge. This was measured by placing a neutral tinted wedge on the slit of the spectroscope, thereby producing images of the spectral lines which directly displayed the intensity distribution in the form of lines of equal photographic density. Using a hard photographic process, the contour of these figures is sharp and clear, and gives directly the intensity against wavelength. Stern had previously shown that in a strong electric field the spectral lines of a luminous source are resolved into components, and the discontinuities observed in the trace of the spectral line in a dis charge were consistent with the electric microfield caused by neighbouring ions. The definitive nature of the evidence was due to the brilliant combina tion of experimental skill and mathematical analysis, and showed Merton's early mastery of spectroscopic techniques. Three other joint papers appeared in 1917 and 1919, applying the same method to the investigation of the spectra of hydrogen and helium, which threw light on the transference of energy from one system to another, under different conditions. The distribution of intensity in some stellar sources was reproduced under laboratory conditions for the first time. Another joint paper dealt with the effect of asymmetry in wavelength determinations.
In addition, during the next four years Merton had investigated the electrical resolution and broadening of helium lines, the secondary spectrum of hydrogen, the structure of the Balmer series of hydrogen lines, the effect of concentration on the spectra of luminous gases ('pressure broadening'), and the spectra of isotopes. In 1919 Balliol elected him to a Research Fellowship. In 1920 he was elected to the Royal Society, at the early age of 32. By the time of his death Merton had almost completed half a century as a Fellow.
In 1919, following his election as a Fellow of Balliol, Merton moved from London to Oxford, where he continued his research in the Clarendon Laboratory at the invitation of Frederick Lindemann, later Lord Cherwell, another of his life-long friends. The University made him a Reader in 1919, and a Professor of Spectroscopy in 1923.
In 1922 Merton was invited to give the Bakerian Lecture, an unusual honour for a Fellow only two years after his election. With his joint author, S. Barratt, he used this for a comprehensive account of his researches on the hydrogen spectrum.
In 1923 Merton acquired Winforton House, a pleasant estate in Hereford shire, with three miles of salmon fishing on the River Wye. Though he remained Professor of Spectroscopy at Oxford until 1935, he transferred his laboratory activities to a new private laboratory at Winforton. There he continued to work as happily as ever, first with his mechanic Fensom, whom he brought from Oxford, later with his life-long assistant Frederick Morris, but doing most of the work with his own skilful hands. How he felt about this can be best illustrated by a quotation from his little book, The Arts and Sciences, which he had printed in 1958 for distribution among his friends:
'There are some scientists to whom the art of experiment provides one of the keenest aesthetic pleasures in life and to whom the idea of research by proxy is about as exciting and romantic as artificial insemination. ' In 1927, about four years after the time when Merton and his family transferred from Oxford to Winforton, his publications stopped, but work in his laboratory never ceased. For the next 11 years he lived the happy life of a country gentleman with its pleasures and responsibilities. He became, in 1927, a Justice of the Peace in Herefordshire, and a Member of the Wye Board of Conservators. His health had greatly improved since his student days; he was an excellent skater, a great fisherman and shot. It gave him great satisfaction when he landed the second biggest salmon ever caught in the Wye, 63 pounds. But his greatest pleasure was in his family, in his wife and his five sons who were growing up. John was born in 1913 , Ralph in 1914 , William in 1917 , Geoffrey in 1922 and Colin in 1926 . When in 1930 John brought home the drawing prize from Eton College, he not only made his father happy, but gave him a new interest in life. From this date on, he became a great and successful art collector, and an exceptional connoisseur of painting.
This was also the time when Merton changed from a scientist into an inventor.* He was, of course, always the inventive type of scientist, for whom the instrument is as important as the investigation, but gradually the centre of his interest shifted from the subject to the instrument.
Winforton House became a great centre for the many scientific friends of the Mertons amongst whom were Sir Harold Hartley, Sir James Jeans, Sir Ronald Ross, Sir Alfred Egerton, Lord Cherwell, Sir Henry Tizard, Lord Berkeley, Lord Rayleigh, Professor R. W. Wood, and Sir Robert * He made also his first contact with industry. In 1930 he and Sir Herbert Jackson joined the L.M.S. Railway Research Council, on which they served for many years. Merton found a most unexpected application for his expertise in paint; he encouraged new painting schedules which resulted in a large saving of money.
Robinson. Sir Stafford Cripps, though he never visited Winforton, later also became one of his friends. With the traditional luck of England, this turned out to be highly beneficial for the country, because when the war was approaching, M erton's influential friends knew to whom to turn for inventive ability and scientific advice, and with their support Merton could put through his ideas, against considerable bureaucratic resistance.
T homas M erton, the inventor
Invention is not always the daughter of necessity. Even the somewhat mythical garret-inventor works by inner compulsion rather than under economic pressure. For specially gifted people inventing is a creative joy. Merton joined the small but illustrious band of wealthy inventors, such as Sir George Cayley, Sir Charles Parsons, Siegfried Marcus, Auer von Welsbach, Robert von Lieben and the Due de Gramont.
War inventions
At the beginning of World W ar I Merton was asked by General Sir Frederick Browning to join a branch of the Secret Service. He was the first scientist ever employed in this service. His chief, Commander Cummings, was known as 'C', and Merton had a great admiration for him and for his colleagues. He helped them to get lenses made which were previously imported from Germany, but his most important achievement was the discovery of the method of secret writing used by German agents. All we know of this method is that the agents carried it on their garments, even on their socks. But we have a record of a method of secret writing invented by Merton himself: 'Write on glass or on any hard material with a silver point. The trace will be entirely invisible, but it can be made visible as follows. Make up two solutions A and B. A: Metol 5 grs, citric acid 5 grs, acetic acid 15 grs, water 100 cc. B: Silver nitrate 10 grs, water 100 cc. Mix 10 parts of A with one part of B and with 100 parts of water. This is the developer. It can be used only for 10-20 minutes after mixing.' This developer was used also for reading the secret writing of the German agents. It deserves to be put on record not only as an example of Merton's many ingenious recipes, but also because it is of interest also for some modern methods of electro photography, such as 'ion implantation'. For instance, it is possible to write a pattern, such as a microcircuit, with a silver ion beam, but only a very faint one. This can then be developed by Merton's method, and reinforced to any desired extent by electrodeposition. M erton's inventive genius might have remained largely hidden, had it not been again called into action by the approach of the Second World War. Perhaps he would have been content to make little discoveries for his own satisfaction only, like Cavendish. But in 1938, at the age of 50, he received a letter from Sir Henry Tizard, which started off his series of war inventions, to the immeasurable benefit of his country. There were four major ones:
(1) The two-layer, long persistence radar screen.
(2) The black paint for bomber aircraft. (3) Nitrous oxide, as an oxidant, to boost the speed of fighter aircraft. (4) The diffraction range-finder for fighters.
The two-layer radar screen
Let us quote Merton's own words: 'This story begins in 1905 during the months that passed between my leaving school and going up to the University. I had a small back room in my father's house which I fitted up as a primitive laboratory. Amongst other experiments which I carried out there was the bombardment with cathode rays of an assortment of phosphorescent powders, mostly sulphides and selenides, which were at that time somewhat of a novelty. I was surprised to find that whilst all the powders lit up brilliantly under the cathode rays, the afterglow was very feeble. 1 also found that the afterglow decayed more rapidly after light excitation when the temperature was raised. With this in mind I wondered whether the feeble afterglow produced by the cathode rays was in fact due to the cathode rays themselves, or whether it was due to the small degree of overlapping of the light excitation and emission bands, both of which were rather broad bands in the spectrum, which faded away on either side of the maximum, the emission band being always on the long wave side of the excitation band. I tested this by mixing two powders with suitable excitation and emission bands and found that the afterglow was much increased, which seemed to prove the point. I remember thinking at the time that if a long afterglow with cathode rays were wanted it could be got by a double layer in which the light emitted by the back layer, which was excited by the cathode rays, stimulated the front layer, but as it seemed at the time that this would never be wanted I did nothing more about it and as I had other things on my mind I forgot all about it-for 33 years. ' He would have almost certainly forgotten it for ever, had he not in August 1938 received a letter from Sir Henry Tizard in which he asked for just this\ At that time Merton had no idea of the purpose for which it was wanted, but he was able to give Tizard an answer by return of post, though he repeated some of his earlier experiments as a check. Soon after this Tizard invited him to join the Air Defence of Great Britain Committee, and from then on Merton was informed on the applications of his invention.* This was the origin of the long-persistence radar screen, which contributed so much to saving the country in the Battle of Britain. By the time the war started, a year later, the cathode ray tubes used in radar devices had the two-layer, long persistence Merton screens.
For this very important achievement Merton did not receive sufficient credit, probably because a year later the same invention was made, apparently independently, by F. M. Walker and E. E. Shelton of A. C. The Ministry of Supply showed itself not less fallible when it insisted on the rights of Cossors. Merton could have claimed priority, but he did not press his claims, and did not even accept the compensation which the Ministry of Supply offered him for his considerable expenses. It is all the more important to put on record, that but for Thomas Merton the long-persistence radar screen would have come too late for the Battle of Britain.
The black paint for bombers
Let us quote again M erton's own words: 'The so-called black paint used on bomber aircraft reflected between 8 and 15 % of the incident light, dependent on the angle of incidence and the bombers were easily visible in the searchlights at night. I invented a paint which reflected 3/4 of 1 % of the incident light, regardless of the angle of incidence. This was, after some opposition, adopted and must have saved a good many lives until improvements in radar rendered it obsolete.' M erton's black paint looked like very black velvet, and it was probably made of soot, but we have not been able to obtain information on the very important point how it was fixed to resist abrasion by wind and rain.
3.
Nitrous o x i d e , to boost the speed of fighter aircraft This invention also came about in a way characteristic of Merton. Once in his private laboratory he ran out of oxygen for his torch, but he had a bottle of nitrous oxide. He observed that, unlike the coal gas-oxygen flame, it showed not only one of those zones which separate the oxidizing part of the flame from the reducing part, but three or four. He concluded that the oxidation by nitrous oxide does not take place in one stage, but in several, and that therefore it must have valuable anti-knock properties. W ith the help of his friend Sir Harry Ricardo he tested the idea and, with the energetic assistance of Sir Stafford Gripps, he succeeded in having it adopted by the R.A.F. against strong resistance. It came just in time in the battle against the V .ls (the 'doodlebugs'), when the fighters required extra speed for short times.
The diffraction range-finder for fighters
This was a grating, about four inches wide, which was used by fighter pilots in the battle against the V.ls. Looking through it the pilot saw a central, undiffracted view of the target, with two first-order images, one at each side of the zero order. As the pilot shortened his distance from the bomb, the two first-order images grew in angular size, and when they began to overlap the central image the pilot knew he was at the optimum firing distance of 300-400 yards.
These gratings were plastic replicas, made by a method which is described later on, and they were all made by Merton's own hands, with his assistant, Frederick Morris. By working late into the night they made more than a hundred of them in one week-end.
According to his own estimate, which must be considered as well founded, these four wartime inventions of Merton saved the country many million pounds in material damage and many thousands of lives. He never minded the work which the inventions themselves cost him, but the effort of getting them adopted against bureaucratic resistance was a new and unpleasant experience. To the end of his life he retained a bitter memory of the lack of respect and understanding with which scientists and inventors were treated by the Ministries. In his N o t e b o o k, 1963, he quotes a Cabinet Mi said: 'What I like about scientists is that they are just a team; you don't even have to know their names.'
Peacetime inventions
Between the two wars Merton took out three patents, Nos. 468,893 and 468,942, both dated 10 January 1936 and 490,686 dated 22 February 1937. It may be somewhat surprising that in a period in which he published nothing, he went to the trouble of obtaining patents, but this is explained by a new interest in his life; an industrial enterprise. In 1936 his second son, Ralph, joined a small developing company, Alginate Industries Ltd (then called 'Cefoil'), and he backed the enterprise with some of his own capital. It was always a great satisfaction to him that this, at the start somewhat risky business, not only provided a worthwhile opening for one of his sons, but has developed to such an extent that to this day it brings an annual profit which is a multiple of the capital invested. The idea of making alginates from seaweeds goes back to C. E. Stanford in the 1880s and was resurrected in the early 1930s by C. E. Bonniksen who founded the company. Thomas Merton had long observed the beautiful aesthetic effects of diffraction gratings. His patent No. 468,893, entitled 'Improvements in or relating to the duplication of diffraction gratings' had the purpose of imprinting large sheets of alginate foil with such patterns, with effects such as Nature produces in butterflies. The method can of course be applied to materials other than alginates. It starts with a primary, usually small, ruled diffraction grating. In order to obtain from this a larger positive, a number of negatives are made in a material such as collodion. These negatives, only a few thousandths of an inch thick, can be assembled mosaic-fashion with overlapping edges to form a large negative. A large positive is then made by soaking a photographic plate, unexposed, in potassium or ammonium dichromate; the negatives are floated on top of it, and squeegeed. In 24 hours the gelatine dries out through the collodion, which is removed and leaves behind a perfect, large positive. The process can be repeated to obtain even larger negatives. Finally, a hard positive printing cylinder is prepared by coating the metal with a certain dichromate glue, squeegeeing the large negative against it, with the ribbed face towards the glue, drying out the glue through the collodion, stripping this away, and hardening the glue by heating at 250 °G to glass-hardness. This can then be used for the continuous embossing of any length of sheets of alginate, cellulose or the like.
The third patent, No. 490,686, has as its object the plastic equivalent of prismatically ribbed glass, made by some such replication method as described in the previous patent, or in the similar No. 468,942.
In 1947 Merton reappears not only as an inventor, but also as a scientist, when after an interval of almost 20 years two papers by him (41, 42)* appeared in the Proceedings. These, and the British Patent No. 620,796, filed 22 January 1947, concern an ingenious interference microscope. In the first of the papers Merton notes the great enhancement of contrast, both in amplitude and in phase, which are obtained by putting the microscopic object between two half-silvered slides. This, however, had the disadvantage that only that part of the light could be used which was perpendicularly reflected to and fro between the two surfaces. In the second paper, and in the patent, he overcomes this by a new method of illumination. A first condenser illuminates with parallel monochromatic light a zone plate, and the light which is transmitted is concentrated on the object by a second condenser. The zone plate carried a pattern of Fresnel zones, so adjusted that only those directions are admitted for illumination which would give maxima in the interference pattern of the Fabry-Perot interferometer formed by the half-silvered slides. This makes it possible to obtain high light intensity, high contrast and good resolution also in the case of thick objects.
The Merton nut
After this excursion into microscopy, Merton returned to his life-long interest; spectroscopic diffraction gratings. The importance of the replicating methods which he developed before the war was greatly enhanced when he could show that these could be used also for producing gratings of a perfection superior to any which existed before.
All ruling engines operate with an alternating motion, and by this they add to the errors of the lead screw. Would it not be possible to make the grating from a screw, which is produced by a continuous, uninterrupted process ? Merton's process, previously described, lends itself to this, with only a small modification. Once one has a large, accurate screw, with the right profile, one has only to coat this with a thin layer of collodion or the like, which it picks up from a 'spreader plate', one cuts this up after drying, with a thin wire which is placed beforehand on the screw, and one has a diffraction grating, as perfect as the screw itself. For a mind like M erton's this was a direct challenge: 'Now let us make a perfect screw!'
The first idea of the Merton nut may have been as early as 1945, but the earliest documents on it are two patent applications, on 28 November 1950 * The numbers in parentheses refer to the serially numbered entries in the Bibliography at the end of this Memoir. and 21 February 1951 which became the British Patents Nos. 684,846 and 684,854. The first relates to the making of a perfect thread, starting from an imperfect one, the second is its application for the making of diffraction gratings. The idea is simple; reducing or eliminating the periodic errors in a screw thread by the averaging action of an elastic nut, which engages over many turns of the thread. This Merton nut can be, for instance, a clamp, lined with an elastic material such as cork, rubber, fibre, leather, balsa wood or the like. First, a thread is cut on a long mandrel, at least twice the length of the screw which one requires. The Merton nut carries a stylus, for instance, of diamond, which cuts the corrected thread into the second half of the mandrel. The nut is prevented from rotating by means of a long arm, which carries a ball bearing, rolling on a straight surface. All play and backlash are carefully eliminated.
The principle in this ingenious device is one which was active for a long time without most people being aware of it. Why did the engineers not ask themselves the simple question how the perfection of their screws had come about, starting from hand-cut screws? Maudslay made his first screw by winding a waxed thread around a mandrel, and cutting between the string with a chisel and hammer. He then packed a brass box with elder pith, and used it as a nut to make his first lead screw. Maudslay's nut was a clear precursor of the Merton nut. After him the principle seems to have been forgotten, and it appears that the engineers failed to wonder about the curious phenomenon that almost every lathe could produce another lead screw a little better than its own. This slow improvement went on after Maudslay for more than a century and a half, until Merton realized the principle and achieved an improvement by orders of magnitude, sufficient for the enormous precision required for diffraction gratings.
The first diffraction gratings made by the method described in British Patent 684,854 were produced in the National Physical Laboratory in collaboration with L. A. Sayce, Superintendent of the Light Division in 1948. They were described in Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond. A, 207, 278 (1951) 'Sir Thomas Merton has devoted himself to research in spectroscopy for close on 50 years. His early papers dealt with absorption spectra but soon he turned to the emission spectra of gases and the causes of variations in the spectra produced under different conditions. These were of particular interest in relation to the spectra of celestial bodies. In a paper in 1916 with the late J. W. Nicholson a most ingenious method of measuring the distribu tion of intensity in a broadened spectrum revealed marked discontinuities in the intensity curves, pointing to the existence of several component lines. The application of the same method to the investigation of hydrogen and helium lines threw much fresh light on the transference of energy from one series to another under different conditions, and the distribution which is characteristic of some stellar radiators was reproduced in the laboratory for the first time.
'M erton's Bakerian Lecture in 1922 on the spectrum of hydrogen cleared up a number of discrepancies in the secondary spectrum of hydrogen, which was shown to be due to the hydrogen molecule. It also emphasized the profound influence which traces of impurities can have on gas spectra. This was the subject of a number of subsequent papers dealing mainly with the influence of the rare gases on the spectra of other elements. All his work has been distinguished by the elegance and ingenuity of his experimental methods.
'The rarity and expense of good diffraction gratings led Merton to devise in 1935 a method of copying them without loss of optical quality by applying a thin layer of a cellulose ester solution to an original plane grating. This pellicle he detached after evaporation of the solvent and applied its grooved surface to the moist gelatine film on a glass plate. After evaporation of the water the gelatine was found to bear a faithful record of the original rulings.
'In 1948 Merton made an important basic advance in the science of ruling diffraction gratings. Since 1880 these had been ruled groove by groove by the method laid down by Rowlands. In place of this Merton ruled a very fine helix continuously on a steel cylinder which he then opened out upon a plane gelatine-coated surface by his copying method. No lathe could, however, rule a helix free from periodic errors of pitch and these Merton eliminated by means of a very simple and ingenious device. It consisted of a "chasing lathe" by which a secondary helix was cut on the same cylinder with a tool guided by a "nut" lined with strips of cork pressed upon the primary lathe-cut helix. This device eliminated entirely the periodic errors as they were averaged by the elasticity of the cork. 'Merton then handed over these processes to the N.P.L. for further development and they have formed the basis of a considerable research programme. The " blazed" gratings made by the Merton-N.P.L. method are already of great value in making available cheap infra-red spectrometers of high resolving power which are finding many applications in research and industry. The ruling of long gratings by this method has made possible their use for engineering measurements and machine tool control.' (This citation was written by Sir Harold Hartley, F.R.S., his old tutor at Oxford.)
In British Patent No. 700,010, dated 27 August 1951 Merton describes a spectroscope in which the thread ruled on a cylinder is used directly as a diffraction grating, without unfolding it to a plane, but this does not seem to have led to important practical applications. His next invention, British Patent 747,634, dated October 1954, had a similar fate. It related to a 'thermo-pane', for windows, hothouses and the like, with two glass plates separated by a narrow airgap, whose inside surfaces are coated with non reflecting layers. This specification contained also a new and simple recipe for non-reflecting coatings, with a spongy layer of silica.
Meanwhile Dr L. A. Sayce at the N.P.L. was very successful in finding practical applications for Merton's gratings. Ferranti Ltd had become interested in the accurate measurement of the movement of tools in machine tools such as lathes and millers, and the combination of gratings with the moire method gave them just what they wanted in the numerical control of such machines. Sayce succeeded in making replicas of gratings of one metre length, by copying on one base a number of shorter ones. A short cursor o f 'index' grating moved along this, with a slightly different pitch, or with the same pitch but at a slight angle to the scale, and the passage of the moire fringes was recorded by four photocells. Merton tried two improvements on this method. In Brit. Pat. 822,543, dated 14 February 1956 , he proposed multiple standing 'indexes', each with its own photocell, but with a shorter moving 'scale'. In Brit. Pat. 824,766, dated 27 June 1956 , he proposed producing a long photographic scale by an arrangement similar to the one described in the previous patent. Such photographic gratings of large length were indeed produced by Drs L. A. Sayce and J. M. Burch in the N.P.L. with high accuracy, by methods somewhat different from Merton's, and gradually replaced the plastic replicas. In a patent application No. 17993/55, dated 21 June 1955, which has not led to a patent, Merton proposed an improve ment on the N.P.L.-Ferranti 'four photocell' or 'sine-cosine' method of measuring lengths which made the fringe counter run in opposite ways when the motion was reversed, which to him appeared too complicated. The essential part in his proposal was a frame, slightly wider than the moving part which carried two electrical contacts. These made alternatively contact with the frame when the motion was reversed, and by this also reversed the counter.
Another interesting patent application by Merton, which did not lead to a patent, No. 17,974/57, came about by a suggestion of the junior author (D.G.) who conjectured that an epitaxial layer of gallium phosphide on zinc sulphide crystals ought to have superior electroluminescent properties. Merton approached this problem in a highly original way, by producing thin layers of the sulphides, selenides, tellurides, arsenides and antimonides of various metals on the surface of water. The water contained a salt of metal, and this reacted with hydrogen sulphide, selenide, etc., in the gaseous phase. Many of the reaction products, for instance, the sulphides, formed good thin solid skins, which could be removed from the water surface, but hydrogen phosphide never gave coherent skins. The question whether gallium phosphide on zinc sulphide would really be a good d.c. electroluminescent material is still an open one, as nobody has yet succeeded in growing GaP epitaxially on ZnS, nor in applying a thin skin of the first on the other.
Merton's method could be used also for producing an interesting photo voltaic cell, based on his observation of a new photovoltaic effect which occurs at the interface of zinc or cadmium and a semiconductor. The detailed instruction which he has given in the patent application shows that his laboratory craft was still as strong at the age of almost 70 as ever. A glass plate is platinized in the usual way, and an array of parallel strips is cleared by a steel tool, leaving a comb of platinum. The soft platinum is now converted into what one could call 'M erton's hard platinum' by pouring over the plate a solution consisting of 0.4 g of bismuth in a few drops of strong hydrochloric acid, 77 ml of alcohol, 2 g of collodion in 33 ml of acetone. The plate is dried and heated to 500 °G surface temperature. This makes the platinum so hard that it cannot be rubbed off, presumably by the formation of a thin layer of bismuth glass. Collodion is poured on the plate, to leave a thin layer, and this is removed between the fingers of the platinum comb by a steel tool. Cadmium or zinc is now evaporated on the plate, and the remainder of the collodion layer is stripped off. Next a thin semiconductive film of lead sulphide is prepared by the method previously described, and transferred to the plate. The bases of the two combs are the two electrodes of the photovoltaic cell, which has a response far into the infra-red region.
Two further patent applications. Nos. 19127/60 and 1136/51, bearing the application dates 30 May 1960 and 11 January 1961, close this list. The first relates to a transparent, electrically conducting layer on glass of cadmium oxide, the second to coatings of uranium oxide on glass, which are trans parent in the visible region, but absorb the ultraviolet.
All these post-war patents and patent applications were assigned by Merton to the National Research Development Corporation, which was formed in 1948, with M erton's friend the Earl of Halsbury as its first Managing Director. It is obvious that Merton did not seek material gain with his numerous patent applications; he only wanted to help British industry in an epoch of very keen international competition.
This rather long list of inventions still does not give an adequate idea of the output of M erton's creative mind in the last 20 years of his life. He used to ring up the junior author (D.G.) regularly every few months, and invite him to lunch at one of his London clubs or to his home, and tell him of a new idea. These were without exception interesting and often exciting ideas. One of these (1953) was a method for showing up very small Doppler shifts. The iodine spectrum consists of many thousands of very fine lines. The emission spectrum can be excited by an electric discharge, and is almost completely absorbed by a filter of iodine vapour. It is so sensitive to small Doppler shifts that the current in a photocell showed clearly noticeable variations when the emitted light was scattered by a slowly rotating disk coated with titanium oxide. Merton originally conceived the method for measuring the very small Compton shifts which could be expected on the basis of Max Born's conjecture of photon-photon collisions, at extreme photon densities. No such effect could be observed in thermal emission at the highest temperatures at Merton's disposal, and later theoretical develop ments have made Born's conjecture extremely unlikely.
Merton was one of the first to become aware of the unhealthy development of our cities, with their enormous office buildings, in which armies of clerks were engaged on monotonous routine work which they could have done as well outside the city. He collected data on the possibility of providing offices for the directors only in the city, with all modern means of communication, including closed-circuit television to their staff and to their factories. This was in 1956. Since that time this idea has become one of the many of which everybody approves, but hardly anybody puts into practice. More than one London firm which, following the advice of the Government, had moved their head offices into the country or to neighbouring towns, had to return to London because the telephone lines were always engaged.
In later years Merton got tired of trying to make people interested in his inventions, but he could not stop inventing. In a letter of 12 May 1965 he wrote: 'My experience of making "useful" inventions has been so unfortunate that I shall almost certainly do nothing about it.' The invention in question was an ultrasonic, Doppler-type proximity indicator for motor-cars, to prevent collisions in conditions of poor visibility. Another of his later inventions was a safe with such a recondite protection system that any approach with a perforating tool or a torch would have sounded an alarm in the police station. This, with probably many others, remained in his drawers. 'Perhaps one of my grandsons will take an interest in them.
T homas M erton, the art collector and connoisseur
Merton and several of his family, including John, explored the galleries of Europe in the early thirties, and he soon fell in love with the Renaissance period, especially the Italian. He did not have a catholic taste for painting, but when he liked a picture his judgement about its quality was very sure. Consequently there were few changes in a collection which was made by a man who derived great pleasure from the pictures he bought. A beautifully illustrated Catalogue of the pictures and drawings from the collection of Sir Thomas Merton, F.R.S., at Stubbings H o u s e , with the expert comments of Alfred Schar was privately printed at the Chiswick Press, London, in 1950. It is a remark ably homogeneous collection. The masters are Italian, German and Flemish, but most of the works belong to the period 1450-1520. An outstanding piece was the 'Botticelli Boy', a portrait of Giovanni di Pierfrancesco de' Medici, which was chosen as the poster of the Royal Academy's Exhibition of Italian Art in Britain in 1960. It now decorates the National Gallery, together with a 'Madonna and Child with Donor' by Montagna and a portrait of Guillaume Fillastre by Rogier van der Weyden, on loan by Lady Merton.
From 1944 until his death Merton was a member of the Scientific Advisory Board of the National Gallery, its Chairman from 1957 until 1965 . From 1955 until 1962 he was a Trustee of the National Gallery and of the National Portrait Gallery, in recognition of his reputation as a collector and his rare connoisseurship of the fine arts. He had a high regard for the Director, but unlike his fellow Trustees, he had no hesitation in voicing his disagreement regarding some of the pictures bought for the Gallery.
His unique combination of scientific knowledge with the eye of an artist
Biographical Memoirs
gave him an unusual skill in attribution. He was able to recognize not only the style but very often the artist's subjects. He also had an uncanny knowledge of the colours of the pigments when the pictures were painted, which made him a very useful member of the Scientific Advisory Board of the National Gallery at the time of the picture-cleaning controversy. He wrote a paper on this, part of which is reprinted in his Notebook, 1963: 'When an important picture belonging to the Nation is cleaned and restored there is nearly always an outburst of criticism. These criticisms are particularly violent when the picture is by Titian. 'Titian's palette was in some respects an unfortunate one. On the one hand he used ultra-marine, and it has been suggested that this pigment was laid on in tempera whilst an oil medium was used for the rest of the picture. Copper resinate was also extensively used as a green glaze and since this turns brown with age, it is not surprising that when one of these pictures is cleaned there is a want of harmony between the dazzling blue of the distances and the subdued colour of the foliage.'
He then proceeds to a physical discussion of the law of light absorption in the varnish, and comes to the conclusion that: 'If the restorers removed three-quarters of the total thickness of varnish no perceptible discoloration would be visible.' He adds, as a cautioning thought: 'I think that it is tacitly, if not overtly, admitted that the line to be drawn between restoration and faking is somewhat indistinct. I have personally no "ethical" objections to any procedure which may be considered to improve a picture from an aesthetic point of view.' M erton's views had the full support of the Director, Sir Philip Hendv, who wrote to him, in a letter dated 20 M arch 1963: 'The argument of the critics and art-historians really seem to boil down now to a preference for dirty varnish and an insistence that this was shared by the great artists themselves. The evidence produced in their favour, however, is always from any but great artists.' From 1939 From until 1956 Merton was Treasurer of the Royal Society. He was called to this arduous office without any previous experience in financial matters other than the administration of his own fortune, but he filled it for the unusually long term of 17 years with conspicuous success.
Thomas Ralph Merton

O ther activities and honours
Sir David Martin, the Executive Secretary of the Royal Society, writes: 'Sir Thomas Merton's treasurership was an outstanding one embracing as it did the war years. He brought wide experience in financial matters and devoted a great deal of detailed attention and care to the Society's money. He was never at a loss to decide any business matter and throughout the war continued to give attention to the Society's affairs despite his other heavy commitments. In common with most charitable bodies administering trusts, all of the Society's investments were in gilt-edged securities in 1939. By the end of his tenure of office he had revolutionized the arrangements for the investment of the Society's money notably by initiating, after careful preparation in consultation with H.M. Treasury and the Bank of England, a court case as a result of which not only the Royal Society but subsequently all charities were given much wider powers of investment extending, in part, to equities. Another result was that the Society, for investment purposes, could create a pool of the capital of most of its funds. He arranged for the creation of an expert investment committee to advise the Society and for Robert Fleming & Co. to handle investment matters on this advice. All of this has been of great value to the Society. The Society's capital increased during his Treasurership, one index being that capital in support of general purposes expenditure was £116 000 in 1939 and £321 000 in 1957. The general purposes income and expenditure account increased during the same period from £21 000 to £111 000 per annum.
T was very privileged to work very closely with Sir Thomas Merton from 1947 onwards-a period which has seen great expansion of the Society's activities. In addition to being an outstanding Treasurer, he was a most valuable Officer, bringing an awareness of the non-scientific as well as intimate knowledge of the scientific world to bear on all the Society's activities. He was sure-footed in his contribution to decisions, but above all, brought a devotion to the Society's well-being to an extraordinary degree. 
M erton's family life
Thomas Merton's famdy life was as happy and harmonious as is given to very few men. His wife Marjory had given him five fine sons. In the Merton family it was an old tradition that each son, at his majority, should receive a share of the family fortunes. It is not a practice which can be generally recommended. Merton himself, in his , 1963, quotes various cautionary tales, and elsewhere he mentions the notorious case of King Lear.
But it worked out very well in the case of Thomas Merton himself, and his five sons, who all succeeded in making careers for themselves, John as a painter, Ralph and Geoffrey in industry and commerce, William as a merchant banker, Colin as a computer expert. This was due to the very close relationship of father and mother with their sons, with whom they were prepared to discuss anything and everything. The Merton family has grown by thirteen grandchildren and two great-grandchildren, but Stubbings House is still the centre of the family.
The Mertons acquired Stubbings House, near Maidenhead, in 1947 when they said goodbye to Winforton House. Their new home had magnificent grounds, with some fine cedars and lime trees, a walled garden, and what may well have been the last private physical laboratory at a time when physics has ceased to be within the province of the amateur. Here he worked with his faithful assistant Frederick Morris on his many post-war inventions, taking the same keen delight in experiments as ever, until his last years. But Stubbings was first and foremost a home, thanks to the warm affection of Sir Thomas and Lady Merton for each other, for their family and for all their friends. Visitors were always welcome there.
Last years
In 1957 Merton underwent several serious operations, and after this he hardly ever left Stubbings House. If one wanted to see him, one had to visit him in his house, and that his many friends did with great pleasure.
One of his favourite topics of conversation was the low esteem in which inventors were held in Britain. In 1965 he gave public expression to his feelings, in an article in New Scientist (25, 376) , on Science and invention. 'Some academic scientists are . . . open to the criticism that they are intellectual snobs, and that whilst "research" is a highly respectable activity, "invention" is a slightly dirty word.' A curious attitude indeed in a country which owes so much of its greatness to its inventors and its 'Merchant Adventurers'. (Merton was a bit of both.) The attitude of the Ministries was rather worse; they disliked scientists as much as inventors. Merton quotes a Junior Minister who said: 'We must keep the scientists on tap but never let them get on top;' and a Permanent Secretary who wrote: 'It is not in accordance with good administration that scientists should sit in conference with senior officers.' Merton lived to see the beginnings of a change for the better when the Royal Society cast a wide net for the election of eminent technologists, and the Ministries also started to change their attitudeexcept the Treasury, which is still doing its worst by taxing inventors to the bone unless they emigrate in time. 'Why is it that only about one invention in a thousand pays for the cost of taking out a patent and only a minute fraction give the inventor a reasonable reward? Most inventions need development, and development is usually much more costly than invention; but I believe that the reason why most inventions fail is that no one wants them.' In this respect, too, there has been some improvement. In the year of Merton's death the National Research Development Corporation, which he had supported to the best of his ability, showed a profit for the first time.
Let us end by quoting from The Arts and S (1958), (1962) and The Notebook (1963) :
'The strong and the many shall prevail over the weak and the few. This is the law of the jungle. "The greatest good for the greatest number" is identically the same law, specially translated by the devil himself into the language of the scriptures. ' 'The research laboratory is the only place where one swallow can make a summer. It is easy to overstress the conception of team-work until you find yourself obliged to describe the organist, the man who works the bellows and the verger as the team who give the organ recital.' 'I usually prefer wicked people to stupid people. Wicked people are only wicked when it suits them, but stupid people are stupid all the time. ' 'He is like the Emperor Justinian. He is always so busy returning good for evil that the idea of returning good for good has escaped him. ' 'He is so warm-hearted and generous that he would always be ready, if you were in need, to share someone else's last crust with you. ' 'Pictures are like women. There are quite a number of them which one can admire without wanting to live with them. ' Finally he quotes with relish a saying by J. M. Keynes: 'The avoidance of taxes is the only intellectual pursuit that still carries any reward.' Merton left only a bare sketch of his rich life in his notes with the Royal Society. The authors wish to thank the family for helping them to fill in more of the picture than they could do themselves from many years of warm friendship.
The portrait is a drawing by John Ralph Merton.
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